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Time to Hear

!

In the spirit I saw a clearly defined ear, the Holy Spirit began to speak, “Do not grow dull in
hearing over these summer months. The eye opens & closes, vision may come & go. But the
ear never closes; it remains open even in times of rest & sleep. As it is in the natural so it is in
the spiritual senses. The “ear” must remain alert & receptive this summer, yes, even in the
posture of rest.”

!

I learned that the capacity in sense range of the eye is 180 degrees while the ear’s range far
exceeds that at 360 degrees in its scope of reception.
I sense the Lord saying, there is a “now” call for full spectrum hearing in the spirit.
We are to position our spiritual ear to the receive the sound of His voice.

!

There are sounds, messages & secrets being released from heaven which will take the
sensitivity & focus of hearing. It is time to gather the Spirit’s information & revelation for what is
needed to prepare & to pray into for the next season.

!

Although it is the summer months; a typical time to relax, to change the pace, I’m hearing: Do
not be spiritually at ease.

!

Though we are in times to be refreshed, many going to lakes & rivers but the Lord says, “Do
not drift away!” Yes, let refreshing come from the Presence of the Lord.
Remain alert. There are things upon the heart of the Lord He desires to release more to the
“ear” of the Body.

!

“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the heart of man, the things God has
prepared for those who love Him.
BUT, God has revealed them to us through His Spirit. For the Spirit searches the things of
God, yes, the deep things of God.” 1 Cor. 2:9-10
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